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Optical illusion tattoo on head

A tattooist has inked an incredible tattoo of optical illusion making it look like there's a huge hole in his client's head. Tattoo artist Matt Pehrson, who works at the Zion Tattoo Company in St George, Utah, went to new extremes after inking a magnificent tattoo of optical illusion on his friend, Ryan. Matt drew a series of thick lines on Ryan's bald head deflecting inwards to the back of
his skull. With some clever tricks, the artist created an eye-catching illusion by making it look like Ryan had a huge hole in the back of his head. After uploading the photo to his Instagram page @mattpehrsontattoos, he has since earned more than 11.1K likes as dozens of users praising Matt for his artistic creation. said, 'Literally it looks like you have a hole in the back of your holy
head s*** good work.' Another addition: 'OMG looks fantastic!!!!' Meanwhile, one wrote, 'This is the craziest optical illusion.' Ryan hasn't finished his tattoo trip with Matt, and plans to do even more work on his head. He currently has a colorful shark on his neck and some patterns on his forehead, so Matt is likely to join everything to create an equally trippy and cool design. Matt's
work typically focuses on black line drawings, with mandalas, geometric patterns, and hyperrealistic black and gray portraits with great precision. Do you have a story you'd like to share? Contact your MetroLifestyleTeam@metro.co.uk. Plus: BrewDog and Aldi team up to launch the limited edition 'ALD IPA' MORE: How to make five-ingredient 'forgotten cookies' that cook overnight
while their oven cools tattooist Matt Pehrson has transformed his client's head into a mind-blowing optical illusion. Using a combination of perspective and shading, the bald noggin looks like there's a hole in it, or a vortex that's pulling everything into its deep center. The effect is as surprising as it is impressive, especially since from certain angles, the illusion seems to gobble up the
whole head in its dizzying design. Believe it or not, this is just the beginning of Pehrson's head tattoo, which is on his friend Ryan. Pehrson writes on Instagram: We have much left to end up in its dome. Considering that you have already achieved the illusory look of the tattoo, we will be looking forward to seeing how you intend to complete it. If it's something like your other finished
work, you could include a series of visual motifs that add dazzling complexity to three-dimensional elements. Scroll down to see more Pehrson geometric tattoos. Tattooist Matt Pehrson created a hole tattoo on his head that envelops the whole head in an optical illusion The tattooist is also known for its striking geometric designs that blend three-dimensional elements with graphic
and bold motifs. matte mate Instagram My Modern Met granted permission to present photos of Matt Pehrson. Related Articles: Optical Illusion Tattoos Imagine fine-line designs on the double-vision artist's optical illusion tattoos true as if they were hiding entire worlds under ingeniously articulated tattoos requiring folding to see the full picture Matt Pehrson is a tattooist who runs
Zion Tattoo Company in St. George, Utah Pehrson posted an image of a tattoo he drew about his friend , Ryan shows several lines in the bald head that make it look like there is a hole in the skull Image was posted on Instagram, where he generated thousands of likes by Ariel Zilber for Dailymail.com Published: 17:36 GMT, October 15, 2020 Updated: 20:53 GMT, November 1,
2020 A person apparently needed a tattoo like a hole in the head - and got both. A Utah tattooist posted an image on social media that shows an optical illusion that makes it look like one of his clients has a hole in the back of his head. The tattoo was the work of Matt Pehrson, an artist who runs the Zion Tattoo Company based in St. George, Utah. He did something crazy about
my friend Ryan today...' Pehrson wrote on his Instagram account. An amazing tattoo drawn on a man's bald head makes it look like he has a hole in his head The tattoo is the work of Matt Pehrson, who runs Zion Tattoo Company based in St. George, Utah's We have a lot to end up in its dome. What does everyone think of a piece like this? Pehrson drew several thick lines on
Ryan's bald head that turn inward toward the back of his skull. With intelligent shading, the artist created an eye-catching illusion making it look like Ryan had a huge hole in his skull. As of Thursday, the image on Instagram has accumulated more than 11,400 likes. It literally seems to have a hole in the back of his holy head s*** good job,' an Instagram user commented. Pehrson
posted several of his tattoos on his Instagram account, including the previous one by the late music artist Mac Miller The image above shows a tattoo drawn by Pehrson in his Utah studio Pehrson's work typically focuses on black line drawings, with mandalas, geometric patterns, and black and grey hyper-realistic portraits featuring heavilyAnother person wrote: 'OMG that looks
fantastic!!!!'' This is the craziest optical illusion,' another fan wrote. Ryan plans to do even more work in his head. It currently has a colorful shark on the neck and some patterns on the forehead. Pehrson will probably consent to a design that will connect everything to create an impressive design. Pehrson's work typically focuses on drawings of black lines, with mandalas,
geometric patterns and black and grey hyperrealists. A tattooist has created an incredible piece of optical illusion, making it look like there's a huge hole in his client's head. Tattoo Matt Pehrson, who works at the Zion Tattoo Company in St George, Utah, went to new extremes after inking a magnificent tattoo of optical illusion on his friend, Ryan. Credit: Jam PressMatt inked a
series of thick lines on Ryan's bald head, diverting inwards to the back of his skull. Then, with some clever tricks, Matt created an eye-catching illusion to make it look like Ryan had a huge hole in the back of his head. He uploaded the photo to his Instagram page @mattpehrsontattoos, which has since gained more than 11.1K likes as dozens of users praised Matt for his artistic
creation. Responding to the photos, one person said: Literally it seems to have a hole in the back of his holy head s*** good work. Another addition: GMO that looks fantastic!!!! And a third commented: This is the craziest optical illusion. Eight months ago, 25-year-old Yatzil Elizalde owns his own tattoo studio, White Light, in Hermosillo, northwestern Mexico - however, he began as
a visual artist. She told Insider that he moved on when he was 'finally able to tattoo a human body with the style he always defined me'. Its style is captivating, with a shadow effect that creates an optical illusion similar to double vision. Many of his pieces have the same image twice, sometimes more. They are always slightly away from each other, as are 3D images viewed without
glasses. It's bedtime after this. Featured image credit: Jam Press A tattooist in the United States has gone viral after sharing a photo of the crazy incoa of the incoa he created for this friend, and will make you do a double shot. The photo, originally posted on Instagram by Utah tattooist Matt Pehrson in April, has had more than 65,000 comments from people praising the work. He
did something crazy with my friend Ryan today, subtitled Mr. Pehrson's photo. We've got a long way to go before we finish in his dome. What does everyone think of a piece like this? RELATED: The man who tattooed his black eyes loses teaching workThe black and white ink work uses shading to make it look like man has a hole in his head. In the comments some people were
not convinced that the tattoo was real, claiming that it should be photographed. Others said the tattoo was so trippy that it made them uncomfortable if they looked at it for too long. That's impressive as f**k, but it gives me a headache if I look at it for a long time, one person wrote, while another added: It actually makes me nauseous to see it. Another person said they can't see the
real scalp because my brain won't let me. That's really weird. Great but weird at the same time, commented another, while another added: This is the craziest optical illusion. Related: Gen Z TikTok users unintentionally support the racist tattoo trendRELADO: Tattoo teen 'hasn't spoken to mom for three years' years' ILLUSION BAFFLES INTERNET This tattoo is not the only
optical illusion that blows people's minds. In August, a shared image on Reddit left viewers feeling dizzy and confused. The illusion has been circulating for years, but it got more than 25,000 likes when it was sewn up, with people claiming that the image made them feel sick. Yes. It's moving. Definitely, someone else wrote. Depending on the eye you use, the inside or outside
moves, a third person said, while a fourth added that they don't feel so good. What do you see? Photo/InstagramA tattooist in the United States has gone viral after sharing a photo of the crazy optical illusion ink he created for this friend - and will have him do a double shot. The photo, posted on Instagram by Utah tattooist Matt Pehrson in April, has had more than 65,000
comments from people praising the work. He did something crazy with my friend Ryan today, subtitled Pehrson the photo. We've got a long way to go before we finish in his dome. What does everyone think of a piece like this? Black-and-white work uses shading to make it look like the man has a hole in his head. In the comments some people were not convinced that the tattoo
was real, claiming that it should be photographed. Others said the tattoo was so trippy that it made them uncomfortable if they looked at it for too long. That's impressive as f**k, but it gives me a headache if I look at it for a long time, one person wrote, and another added: It actually makes me nauseous to see it. Another person said they can't see the real scalp because my brain
won't let me. That's really weird. Great but weird at the same time, commented one, and another added: This is the craziest optical illusion.
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